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BY MARK ZEIDLER

In the 31 years since then-Commissioner Doug Logan identiﬁed the city as a “prime candidate” for expansion, there have been numerous attempts to bring the Major League Soccer franchise to San Diego.

This week, however, ominous clouds loomed.

Multiple sources inside and outside the league told the Union-Tribune that an investment group led by the Sycuan Tribe and an Egyptian billionaire have been regularly meeting with SDSU and is expected to submit an expansion bid next month when the league Board of Governors convenes in Brooklyn, N.Y. A team could be placed at San Diego State University’s Snapdragon Stadium as soon as 2024.

Yet, “one source close to the investors said that the Union-Tribune, using an American football analogy, about driving for a touchdown

“...but we’re red in the end.”

MLS declined comment, but another source said, “Things are looking good for San Diego. It’s not even close.”

During a press conference at the rooftop of the Andaz Hotel overlooking the site of the new center, Rady spoke briefly about his donation and said he was grateful to be able to help the people he sees struggling on the street.

“This year’s count of homeless people found 4% individuals living outdoors or in shelters throughout the county, a 40 percent increase from the previous count in January 2021..."

The center bank does not directly set mortgage rates, but does adjust its policy rate, known as the federal funds rate. It has raised rates 0.75 percentage points from near zero to about 3 percent this year. The central bank is expected to raise rates by another 0.5 percentage point in November.

Those moves already triggered major consequences for the housing market, and the spike in mortgage rates comes after a sharp rise
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